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Abstract. Background and aim: Recently, there has been a growing interest in the use of Dixon sequence for 
knee MRI in order to save time spent on the scanner, and improving diagnostic utility.  Our purpose was to 
compare the diagnostic performance of Dixon sequence on low-field MRI with the proton-density sequence 
on high-field MRI. Methods: This prospective study included 40 patients who underwent 0.25T knee MRI, 
using the routine protocol with the addition of a sagittal 4-point Dixon sequence (SPED), and an additional 
sequence on 1.5T scanner, consisting in a fat-suppressed proton-density fast-spin-echo (FS PD-FSE). Two 
radiologists independently examined the images, evaluating the anatomic identification score and diagnos-
tic performances of the two sequences. Interreader agreement was evaluated using an intraclass correlation 
coefficient (ICC). Results:  Final population counted 34 patients (36 knee MR images) with a mean age of 
52.9 years (range, 18–75 years). Interreader agreement was very high except for cartilage injuries at medial 
femoral condyle and medial tibial plateau (ICC SPED: 0.757, ICC FS PD-FSE: 0.746), even if not statisti-
cally significant. There were no significant differences in mean signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), artifacts presence 
and diagnostic confidence between SPED and PD-FS sequence. Conclusions: Dixon sequences on low-field 
scanner have a comparable diagnostic accuracy to PD-FS sequence obtained on a high field scanner for knee 
MR imaging. (www.actabiomedica.it)
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O r i g i n a l  a r t i c l e

Introduction

Since the early 1980s, magnetic resonance imag-
ing (MRI) has increasingly become essential for the 
non-invasive diagnosis and treatment planning of 
musculoskeletal conditions, thanks to its excellent soft-
tissue contrast and multiparametric features (1-12). 
Knee joint studies are among the most frequent imag-
ing examinations performed in daily practice, given 

the high incidence of derangements affecting both the 
young and aging population (5, 8, 9, 11, 13-17). MRI 
is used to assess all knee structures’ integrity, includ-
ing the articular cartilage, ligaments, and menisci (1, 9, 
10, 18-22). MRI knee protocol and sequences should 
ensure the detection of both soft tissue and osseous 
structures with high detail and accuracy (23). Most 
centers perform imaging examinations on high-field 
scanners (1-3T); however, especially in MSK radiology, 
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imaging at low field strengths (<1T) using small, low-
cost, easily installed scanners, has demonstrated excel-
lent diagnostic accuracy (24). One of the limitations 
of low-field systems is the technical inability to obtain 
fat-saturated proton density (FS PD-FSE) sequences 
(25). The Dixon technique can suppress fat with less 
metal artifacts than chemical fat saturation images, 
and compensate for B0 field inhomogeneities caused 
by the open configuration magnets (26).

Many studies have documented the ability of the 
Dixon multi-point technique in detecting anatomic 
structures in MSK imaging, reducing the acquisi-
tion time in high field and very-high field systems  
(>1.5-3T) (27).

The purpose of this study is to compare the diag-
nostic performance of a low field (LF) 4-point Dixon 
sequence (SPED, spin echo double echo Dixon) to a 
standard high field (HF) PD sequence at 1.5T in knee 
imaging.

Material and Methods

Patient Population

We evaluated 40 consecutive patients who under-
went knee MRI imaging on a 0.25T permanent magnet 
MR system (G-Scan, Esaote, Genova, Italy) with indi-
cations for traumatic, inflammatory, and degenerative 
knee disorders. Exclusion criteria were age under 18 
years, history of cancer, and absence of joint pathology; 

six patients were excluded and the final study popula-
tion included 36 joints in 34 patients (mean age, 52.9 
years; range, 18–75 years), as two patients had bilateral 
scans. These patients were submitted on the same day 
to an additional knee MRI scan at high-field scanner 
(1.5T).

Written informed consent was obtained from all 
patients who participated in this study.

MRI Protocol

All exams performed on the low field machine 
(0.25T G-Scan, Esaote, Genova, Italy) were per-
formed with patients in supine position with the knee 
slightly flexed, using a knee-dedicated coil. The imag-
ing protocol included axial T2 FSE, coronal T2 FSE, 
sagittal T2 FSE, sagittal T1 FSE, and a sagittal SPED 
sequence (TR 1400, TE 25-39, NEX 1, FOV 21.0, 
THK 4, spacing gap 0.4; matrix 288·224; time of exe-
cution 5 minutes and 18 seconds).

The high-field scan (1.5 T Signa Horizon, GE 
Healthcare, Chicago, Illinois USA) included a sagit-
tal FSE PD-FS (TR 1525, TE 16.5, NEX 2; FOV 
18.0, THK 4, spacing gap 0.4, matrix 288·224; time of 
execution 2 minutes and 20 seconds).

Imaging parameters are summarized in Table 1. 

Image analysis

LF and HF sequences were separated and 
anonymized. Cases were reviewed in two reading 

Table 1. Imaging parameters for MRI sequences

Imaging parameter Sagittal SPED Sagittal FSE PD- FS

Field strength 0.25T 1.5T

TR (ms) 1400 1525

TE (ms)

IP 25

16.5
FO 32

WO 32.1

OP 39

NEX 1 2

FOV (mm) 4 4

Gap (mm) 0.4 0.4

Matrix 288x224 288x224
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 periods, ensuring a minimum of 4 weeks between 
the start of each period. A different random reading 
order containing both LF and HF studies was cre-
ated for each reader and reading period. LF and HF 
images from the same patient were never read in the 
same reading period. Two musculoskeletal radiolo-
gists with 6 and 27 years of experience, respectively, 
 independently reviewed the cases. 

Sagittal SPED and FS PD-FSE sequences were 
compared, and the anatomic structures were graded as 
follows:

- Meniscus (medial and lateral): intact (nor-
mal, degenerative changes without tear, post-surgical 
changes without tear), definite tear (increased signal 
reaching the articular surface on at least two slices or 
morphologic deformity). 

- Posterior cruciate ligament: intact, partial tear 
(thickening and increased signal of the ligament and/
or partial disruption of fibers), complete tear ( complete 
disruption of all fibers). 

- Anterior cruciate ligament: intact, partial tear 
(thickening and increased signal of the ligament and/
or partial disruption of fibers), complete tear ( complete 
disruption of all fibers).

- Articular cartilage (four articular surfaces: 
medial and lateral femoral condyles, medial and lat-
eral tibial plateaus. Adapted from the ICRS classi-
fication.): normal, low-grade chondropathy (signal 
abnormality including increased signal intensity, dark 
lines,  chondral defect/fissure < 50% thickness of the 
cartilage) and high-grade chondropathy (chondral 

defect/fissure > 50% thickness of the cartilage, or 
defect extending through the subchondral bone plate). 
Osteochondritis dissecans lesions and osteochondral 
injuries were categorized as high-grade defects. 

- Bone/marrow (fracture, contusion, or stress 
change; marrow replacing disease): present or absent.

- Synovia and joint effusion were graded collec-
tively in terms of the estimated maximal distention of 
the synovial cavity: grade 0 (normal), grade 1 (<33% 
of maximum potential distention); grade 2 (33%–66% 
of maximum potential distention), grade 3 (>66% of 
maximum potential distention).

- Additional comments, including callbacks for 
poor image quality related to artifacts, poor SNR, 
and diagnostic confidence (subjectively graded 0 to  
5 points).

Interobserver agreement between the radiologists 
was analyzed using an intraclass correlation coefficient 
(ICC). ICC values ≤0.40 indicated poor agreement, 
whereas ICC values of 0.40–0.75 indicated fair-to-
good agreement, and values 0.75 indicated excellent 
agreement.

Results

Detailed intra-class coefficient (ICC) values for 
each region are summarized in Table 2. In particular, we 
found excellent ICC values for both images in all struc-
tures, except for medial femoral condyle and medial 
tibial plateau (0.757 and 0.746, respectively), even if 

Table 2. Results of ICC between SPED and FSE PD-FS. Data are means with 95% confidence intervals in parentheses. MM medial 
meniscus, LM lateral meniscus, MFC medial femoral condyle, LFC lateral femoral condyle, MTP medial tibial plateau, LTP lateral 
tibial plateau

SPED FSE PD-FS p-value

MM 0.972 (0.912-0.986) 0.912(0.856-0.978) 0.423

LM 0.967 (0.768-0.963) 0.930 (0.896-0.954) 0.135

Bone 0.934 (0.923-0.987) 0.970 (0.879-0.997) 0.158

MFC 0.757 (0.820-0.934) 0.942 (0.932-0.953) 0.224

LFC 0.921 (0.866-0.984) 0.934 (0.865-0.967) 0.156

MTP 0.746 (0.790-0.810) 0.876 (0.857-0.965) 0.135

LTP 0.950 (0.897-0.980) 0.931 (0.876-0.985) 0.224

Synovitis 0.879 (0.965-0.981) 0.856 (.0.765-0.934) 0.341
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not statistically significant. Examples of 0.25 and 1.5 
T MR knee images demonstrating ligament, meniscal, 
and osteochondral lesions are shown in Figure 1-3.

Mean SNR was 3.6 for SPED and 3.8 for FS 
PD-FSE, respectively, without statistically significant 
difference (p=0.235).

Artifact presence was slightly higher in FS PD-
FSE than SPED, however without reaching signifi-
cance (0.8 and 0.6 respectively, p=0.121) (figure 4). 

Table 3 summarizes scores on SPED and FS-
PD-FSE images in terms of artefacts, mean SNR and 
diagnostic confidence. 

Concerning the final diagnosis, out of a total of 36 
knees examined, 9 cases had cruciate ligament injury: 
7 cases of complete tear of anterior cruciate ligament, 
2 cases of complete tear of the posterior cruciate liga-
ment. Thirty patients had cartilage injuries: 22 cases 
of cartilage injuries at the medial femoral condyle or 
medial tibial plateau, 8 cases at lateral femoral condyle 
or lateral tibial plateau. Thirty-four cases of meniscal 
tears: 25 of medial meniscus root and 9 of the lateral 
meniscus. 18 cases of synovitis and 12 cases of bone 
marrow edema. 

Discussion

Since it was first introduced in the field of medical 
imaging in the early 1980s, MRI has become essen-
tial for the whole-body non invasive imaging diagnosis 
and therapy of multiple different pathologic conditions 
(9, 13, 19, 21, 28-41). In MSK imaging – and particu-
larly the knee - since the 1990s, when compared to the 
arthroscopic reference standard, MRI has repeatedly 
demonstrated high accuracy, especially in the diagno-
sis of fibrocartilage and ligament pathology (8, 9, 22, 
42-47).

Few publications have evaluated the efficacy of 
low-field MRI compared to arthroscopy. Lee et al. 
reported that low-field extremity MRI scanners accu-
rately identify tears of the medial meniscus and ante-
rior cruciate ligament and that MRI can be useful for 
quantifying extension of knee pathology, regardless of 
low or high field (48). Lokannavar et al. demonstrated 
that the accuracy of MRI was 97.9% for the medial 
meniscus, 97.2% for the lateral meniscus, 97.9% for 
the anterior cruciate ligament, and 99.32% for the pos-
terior cruciate ligament (49).

Figure 1. Anterior cruciate ligament tear. (A) Sagittal view of 0.25-T SPED and (B) 1.5-T FS PD-FSE knee images demonstrating 
anterior cruciate ligament tear (arrows). 
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Figure 2. Medial meniscus tear. (A) Sagittal view of 0.25-T SPED and (B) 1.5-T FS PD-FSE knee images demonstrating medial 
meniscus tear (arrows). 

Figure 3. Bone contusion. (A) Sagittal view of 0.25-T SPED and (B) 1.5-T FS PD-FSE knee images demonstrating bone contusion 
of the lateral femoral condyle (arrows).
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Previous literature agrees upon the diagnostic per-
formance of high and low-field MRI, although they do 
not have the same image quality. In 2007, Ghazinoor 
and colleagues provided an overview of the differ-
ent available extremity scanners and their use in the 
diagnostic examination of upper and lower extremities 
(24). They confirmed that both meniscal and ligamen-
tous injuries/tears are very well detected and highlight 
the sensitivity of IR images for bone-marrow contu-
sions. They agreed with literature findings that carti-
lage abnormalities, especially low-grade pathology, are 
more difficult to evaluate on low-field scans, demon-
strating the relevance of the experience and training 
of radiologists in the identification of musculoskeletal 
pathology (50, 51).

A major limitation of low field systems is the 
technical impossibility to obtain PD-FS sequences 
(52). 

The open configuration magnets, used by low-
field permanent magnets, have - as a trade-off - a 
lower signal-to-noise ratio. Limitations in the signal-
to-noise ratio may necessitate longer imaging times or 
result in restricted spatial resolution and the inability 
to use frequency-selective and chemical shift fat satu-
ration (53). 

Fat-suppression techniques are frequently used in 
MR imaging of the musculoskeletal system to extend 
the dynamic range of tissue contrast, and fat suppres-
sion may be beneficial in imaging articular cartilage. 
Dixon techniques alternatively can suppress fat with 

Table 3. Artifacts, mean signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), and diagnostic confidence

Artifacts SNR Diagnostic confidence

SPED 0.6 (0-1) 3.6 (0-5) 3.8 (0-5)

FS PD-FSE 0.8 (0-1) 3.7 (0-5) 4.1 (0-5)

p-value 0.121 0.235 0.347

Figure 4. Metal artifacts. (A) Sagittal view of 0.25-T SPED and (B) 1.5-T FS PD-FSE knee images demonstrating the chemical 
saturation failed near the metal implants (arrows). The image distortion in SPED is more limited, giving an important advantage to 
the SPED sequence. There was no significant difference in diagnostic confidence between the two images (p=0.347). 
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less metal artifact than seen in chemical fat satura-
tion images. Moreover, sequences with a shorter TE, 
such as T1 or PD weighted sequences, will typically 
also demonstrate fewer artifacts than sequences with 
a longer TE, and thus PD sequences are beneficial 
as they produce minimal artifacts (54). This imaging 
technique provides chemical shift-separated fat and 
water images to quantify the fat amount (53). The 
multi-point Dixon technique using the phase differ-
ence between fat and water signals allows a flexible 
echo time and sequence design, compensating for B0 
field heterogeneity and producing homogeneous fat 
and water separation. Furthermore, it rapidly generates 
multiple images (including fat-saturated and T2-like 
images, in-phase) in a single acquisition (53-55).

Many studies documented the ability of the 
Dixon multi-point technique in detecting anatomic 
structures reducing the acquisition time in Ultra High 
Field systems (UHF, 3 T) (56). Low et al. reported 
that mDixon (three-point) water only is superior to 
the STIR image for quality image, equal for homoge-
neity in fat saturation and is less subject to motion and 
metal artifact (57). Park and colleagues demonstrated 
that mDixon, providing simultaneous acquisition of 
T2 weighted images with and without FS, can reduce 
the scan time for knee joint MRI by approximately 
27%. Their anatomic identification abilities and diag-
nostic performance are comparable with that of FSE 
T2 for meniscal, cartilage, and ligament injuries of the 
knee joint (54). In a recent study, Bastian-Jordan and 
colleagues evaluated the effect on diagnostic image 
quality and acquisition time utilizing a novel 2-point 
Dixon sequence to replace two standard PD-FS 
sequences in routine MRI evaluation of the knee. They 
documented no loss in diagnostic confidence and a 
superior fat saturation across the majority of cases, as 
Dixon techniques usually produce a higher signal to 
noise than standard sequences due to insensitivities to 
B0/B1 field inhomogeneities (26).

Our diagnostic center was recently provided a 
pre-release version of a 4-point Dixon sequence for our 
0.25 T Esaote G-Scan system. This sequence is called 
SPED and it is a spin echo double echo, acquired by 
the Dixon method, which generates four final images: 
opposite-phase, in-phase, water only, and fat only. To 
the best our knowledge, there are few previous reports 

on the applications of the Dixon method in low field 
image systems for MSK knee imaging. 

Our study aimed to compare the diagnostic per-
formance of the LF SPED knee MRI protocol, con-
sisting of four multi-planar sequences including a 
sagittal SPED (spin echo Dixon), to that of our stand-
ard HF protocol.

The results of our study have demonstrated 
that the SPED sequence is comparable to high field 
PD-FS sequences. In particular, the interreader agree-
ment on the SPED protocol was interchangeable with 
the standard PD –FS sequences for all of the evalu-
ated structures, with no significant disagreement when 
using SPED images. These results are in line with a 
previous comparison of standard and Dixon sequences 
conducted by Park et al. on 3T system (interreader 
agreement 0.754-0.883) (53, 54).

Frequency of readers being able to detect signifi-
cant knee pathology using SPED and PD–FS pro-
tocols was also not significantly different, except that 
more high-grade chondral lesions were reported on 
standard HF PD-FS images.

The diagnostic content of the MR images 
obtained at 0.25T and 1.5T was equivalent. The same 
diagnoses were made on either systems, and there was 
no significant difference in diagnostic confidence.

Although the SNR was better for the 1.5T sys-
tem, the overall image quality was comparable and 
anatomic structures were well defined on both systems.

We registered several image artifacts in both 
sequences. In particular, in SPED sequences, the main 
artifacts were due to magic angle phenomenon; global 
evaluation of the exam with other protocol sequences 
didn’t affect the diagnostic confidence for the final 
diagnosis.

We found that SPED was less sensitive to arti-
facts due to magnetic field inhomogeneity for the pres-
ence of metallic foreign bodies. This is related both to 
the intrinsic characteristics of the SPED sequence and 
the lower magnetic field intensity. 

Since the Dixon method is less sensitive to mag-
netic field inhomogeneity than PD-FS, it can achieve 
excellent fat–water separation, also in cases with 
metallic foreign bodies. For this reason, it can be valu-
able in the post-surgical evaluation for patients with 
metal devices.
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Our study has two important limitations. First, 
a relatively small number of patients were evalu-
ated. Second, we did not include a comparison with 
arthroscopic evaluation. However, there is abundant 
demonstration of low field MRI diagnostic accuracy 
compared to arthroscopic gold standard in literature. 

The main advantages of extremity-dedicated LF 
MR scanners are low purchase and maintenance costs. 
In a previous study, Vellet estimated the purchase and 
installation costs of a 1.5 T MR scanner to be 2.7 
times higher than the costs of a LF scanner. The main-
tenance costs of a 0.3 T MR scanner are about 37% 
lower compared to a 1.5 T scanner (58). 

Furthermore, as radiology departments attempt 
to scan more patients in less time, sequence optimiza-
tion becomes critical, and Dixon-based approaches are 
potentially very useful in this regard.

In conclusion, the Dixon method, which has 
already been validated and compared to FS PD-FSE 
sequence in high field MR scanners, can also be feasi-
ble at LF scanners. 

The ability to perform low field SPED sequence 
without compromising the diagnostic value may have 
significant clinical advantages, including increased 
efficiency of and access to MRI and possible improved 
patient comfort and decreased motion artifacts.
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